What if you knew who the next big star was going to be, years before the rest of the world?
The next Julia Roberts. The next Jessica Simpson. The next Adam Sandler.
Somewhere in the world are tomorrow’s biggest stars.
And there’s only one place you’ll find tomorrow’s stars, today.

Seeing Stars

TM

America’s top psychics cast their starry eyes upon America’s entertainment landscape in
search of tomorrow’s stars, today, on entertainment’s most exciting new television show
Seeing Stars is a weekly, 30-minute show on which a panel of world-renowned psychics locate
tomorrow’s biggest stars wherever they may be throughout America.
From rural honkytonks to urban theaters and from backwoods saloons to urbane comedy clubs,
Seeing Stars camera crews and reporters - directed to the venues by the Seeing Stars intuitives –
will allow America to get an in-depth look at the utter unknowns whose names will soon grace
marquees across the world.
Like the famed knock on the door from a Publisher’s Clearinghouse road crew, Seeing Stars
crews will be traveling the country bestowing news of impending fame and fortune on
performers who currently can barely pay their phone bills. The knowledge that poverty and
professional frustrations will soon give way to fame and fortune will forever change the
trajectory of the individuals’ lives.
Seeing Stars combines all of the excitement of American Idol, Star Search and many more of the
successful star-is-born programs but adds an unparalleled, psychic-futuristic touch to one of
America's favorite television formats.
Future stars in a wide array of endeavors will be featured, including:
 Singers, songwriters and musicians from all musical genres
 Screen, TV and stage actors and actresses
 Dancers of classical, jazz, ballet and other dance genres
 Journalists and writers of books, movies, TV shows, etc.
 Directors of film, TV and music videos
 High school, college and minor league athletes in myriad sports
 Performance and visual artists working in myriad media
 Comedians and creators of comic strips
 Fashion designers
 And many more including: Product developers, entrepreneurs, inventors, scientists,
winners of upcoming major events and awards such as Nobel, Pulitzer and the Olympics
Seeing Stars psychics will provide a fame and fortune timeframe within which featured future
stars will realize their dreams. The show also will keep track of the predictions.

